
Minco Manufacturing LLC, Colorado Springs, Colo., is a world leader in the manufacture of 
fuser rollers for laser copiers and printers. The company produces about 250,000 rollers per 
month, consuming 2 – 3 million pounds of aluminum each year. Minco’s product line includes 
about 400 different rollers for laser imaging OEMs such as Lexmark as well as for aftermarket 
replacement use in a wide variety of machines. 

Most of the rollers are machined from extruded 6061aluminum tubing in diameters ranging 
from .800" – 2.450" and lengths from 11" - 15". The tubes are faced to length, receive ID and 
OD chamfers, and the OD is turned to size. Lot size varies depending on the roller being made, 
ranging from as few as 100 pieces to as many as 10,000. 

Minco senior manufacturing engineer Bob Thompson said a fuser roller is the copier 
component “that everybody waits on to get up to temperature.” In use, high-intensity quartz 
lamps light inside the roller generating heat that fuses plastic toner powder to the paper. To 
assure that the power sticks to the paper and not to the roller, a non-stick coating is applied to 
the roller after machining.

Minco serves a tough global market.  Company president Ron Eisele said, “We face some very 
extreme competition from Asia; China especially. We can’t compete with their low labor costs, 
so we are constantly looking for things that we can do that enhance our ability to automate.” A 
typical automation strategy involves one operator tending six CNC machines fed by three robots.  

An impediment to Minco’s automation efforts was the tendency of aluminum turning 
operations to produce long, unmanageable chips. “Chip control is really a big concern with the 
robotic automation,” Thompson said, “Chips can interfere with the location surfaces where the 
robots grasp the part.”  In addition, he said, surface finish requirements typically are 32 m/inch 
Ra and “we don’t want chips blemishing or damaging the roller, particularly the surface that is 
going to get the non-stick coating.” 

Minco had been turning the rollers with polycrystalline diamond (PCD)-tipped inserts, which 
generally feature minimal or no chip control contours. The chips produced by the inserts were 
like “wire; they were long and stringy,” creating “bird nests on the boring bar and on top of the 
turning tool,” Thompson said.  The tangles of chips required frequent attention from the machine 
operators and limited the ability to run the parts in a minimally-tended fashion. 

The solution came when Eisele saw a trade magazine report describing PCD-tipped tools 
with chip control from Becker Diamond of Germany, distributed in the U.S. by Rani Tool Corp., 
Newington, Conn.  

Becker Diamond developed a process whereby a chipbreaker can be burned via laser into 
the PCD tool tip after the tip is brazed to the insert body, enabling the creation of precise and 
complex chip-control geometries.  

Thompson followed up on the product information, which led to Minco applying CCGT style 
inserts with Becker’s deeper CB2 chipbreaker for roughing and finishing the roller ODs, and tools 
having a DCGT geometry, also with the CB2 chipbreaker, for chamfering and boring.

Regarding the Becker tools, Thompson said, “If you get your feeds and speeds correct, they 
make a much smaller chip.”  The chips are manageable and enhance automation;  “We don’t 
have to babysit the machine as much; we can actually walk away and let it run by itself,” he said.  

Cutting parameters used with the new inserts changed little if at all from those employed 
with previous tools. “We just put the new inserts in and pretty much ran with what we had,” 
Thompson said, “I could give them a real aggressive feed rate, but then it wouldn’t meet the 
finish requirements.  I left the feed rate alone because I was happy with the chips.”

Thompson noted that the superhard PCD inserts provide long tool life;  “We’ve gone months 
and they just continue to run.”

An unexpected benefit, said Thompson, is “that the guys don’t have to empty the chip bin as 
often.  They can get as many as two shifts in filling up that bin.  The chips are more compact, they 
are not the wire and bird nests. The chip conveyors can deal better with the smaller chips. The 
people on the floor like it; it makes them happy, and that makes me happy.”

Thompson said the effort to boost the competitiveness of the turning operations is typical of 
the Minco’s company-wide continuous improvement efforts.
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